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CHAPTER I
I.

INTRODUCTION

Opera, since the early seventeenth oentury, has been
one

or

the most popular and highly developed musical forms,

requiring complete balance between text, drama, and music.
While some other musical types of the late Renaissance employed similar devices, the dramatic aspects of opera were
not met.
Stile moderno, modern style, came about as a revolt
against the Renaissanoe praotioe of polyphonic texture,
called stile antioo or ancient style.

In general, this

polyphonic treatment gave all parts equal importance, one
part moving independently of the other, with the main emphasis on the musical form and texture.

As a result the

text, frequently "smeared" and incoherent, was subordinate
to other musical considerations.
Many composers, reacting against this polyphonic
treatment, were more concerned with delineating the text to
bring out its dramatic qualities.

The .madrigalist Mazzone,

------ -- --- -

in the introduction to his Book I and IV (1569), stated:
"The notes are the body ot music but the words are the souln
(10:400).

Gioserfo Zarlino, in~ Instituzioni harmoniohe
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(1558), said:

ttThe simple melody of one accompanied singer

moves the heart more than a polyphonic ensemblen (9:159}.
I.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

With this emphasis on textual understanding, opera,
as introduced by a group

or

amateur composers called the

Florentine Camerata, was born.

These composers wrote in

a reoitative style for the solo voioe.

Being amateurs, how-

ever, they did not possess the professional musicianship to
amplify the textual implications.

Therefore, Monteverdi,

the trained musician, established many musical innovations
still in effect.
II.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Inasmuoh as this study may not be extensive, only a
brief biography is given.

The third chapter will be con-

fined to some of the major stylistic characteristics employed in a few of his more important operas.
III.

Affetto.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

This is a device which attempts to describe

various moods through ornamentation.
Aria.
(1:197}.

This is a lengthy vocal piece in singing style

Arioso.

This is a mixture of aria and recitative.

Conoertato.

This term refers to a small group of

players playing either separate from or alternating with a
larger group or combined with the larger group (1:392).
Recitative.

This is a declamatory vocal style which

attempts to imitate the natural inflection or speech.
Ritornello.

An instrumental interlude between vocal

passages is called a ritornello.
Strophe.
same music.

This is a many-versed song repeating the

CHAPTER II
BA CKGR01Th.TD
I.

BIOGR1'i.PHY

Claudio (Giovanni Antonio) Monteverdi was born in
Cremona, Italy, in 1567.

His father, Baldassare Monteverdi,

a competent physician, was financially able to make it possible for Monteverdi, at the age of fifteen, to study viola,
counterpoint, and composition with Marc' Antonio Ingegneri,
one of the most important Italian composers of the time.
In 1590, Monteverdi was appointed suonatore di
vivuola in the court of Mantua de Vincenzo (I) Gonzaga, son
of Guglielmo (I}, who "· •• had befriended Palestrina and
established the specific artistic tradition of Mantua"
(1:841).

For twelve years at Mantua, Monteverdi served

under Gioehes de Wert and Benedetto Pallavicino as cantore,
violist, and as assistant conductor.

During this time, he

married Claudia Cattanea, a court singer, who died in 1607,
leaving him with two infant sons.
He became director of music at St. Mark's Cathedral
in Venice in 1613, a position he was to hold until his death
thirty years later on November 29, 1643, at the age of
seventy-six.

5

Musicologists assert that part of the cause of his
death was the enormous output of music required of him by
his patrons.

There were two overcrowded funeral services

for Monteverdi, both at St. Mark's ands. Maria dei Frari.
His own pupils directed the music for the funeral.
As Giovanni Gabrieli was considered"· •• the master of church music," and Frescobaldi, considered

It

• • •

the genius or keyboard music,n so Monteverdi was considered
"· •• the most universal composer of the early baroque"
( 10: 20) •

In addition to the following operatic works, he also
wrote eight books of madrigals published between 1584 and
1538, five works for the church published between 1582 and
1651, ten fragments, sacred Kontrafakturen, and separate

works published between 1508 and 1643 (8:186-187}.
II. OPERATIC WORKS
TITLE

DATE

PERFORMANCE

-La Favola d'Orfeo

1607

Mantua

L'Arianna

1608

Mantua

Il ballo dell'Ingrate

1608

Mantua

Prologue to 'L'Idropica'

1608

Mantua

Tirsi e Clori

1616

Mantua

La Maddalena

1617

:Mantua
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DATE

PERFORMANCE

1617

Mantua

Andromeda

1617

Mantua

Il Combattimento di Tanoredi
- e Clorinda

1624

Venice

-La Finta Pazza Licori

1627

Mantua

1627

Venice

1627

Parma

Merourio !. Marte

1628

Parma

Proserpina rapita

1630

Venioe

~Delia!. l'Ulisse

1630

(Bologna?}

L'Adone

1639

Venice

TITLE
La Favola di Paleo e di
-Tetide - -

Armida

Intermedia

.fil

and Prologue

15?, nozze di Enea

.£.Ql!

Lavinia

1641

Il
in Patria
------------La vittoria d'Amore

1641

Venice

1641

Piacenza

L'Incoronazione di Poppas

1642

Venice

ritorno d'Ulisse

CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF STYLE
Monteverdi, as a professional musician inspired by
the new operatic torm invented by the amateur Florentine
composers, added many innovations, devices, and styles which
set a pattern for such later opera composers as Gluck and
Wagner.

His influence on opera had a great effect on sub-

ject matter as well as music.
I.

FORM

The five-act Orfeo did not follow any special form
as such but let the form follow the conditions of the
thought of the words and action of the drama (11:227).
"With no precedents to guide him he established the idea
that everything in opera must be subjected to the
urgencies of the drama" (12:4).

This offered a musical,

dramatic form that stood apart from all the traditional
structures of the time because of its continuity (11:235) •
.An analysis of the form of Orfeo shows a Prelude
eight measures long in five-part harmony followed by a
contrasting A-B-A form.

This was repeated three times,

producing the A-B-A-B-A-B form of the Overture (5:235).
A prologue of five verses, preparing the listener for the
drama, followed in a strophic form with instrumental
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ritornello.
The second act achieves a continual flow of music
through ritornello treatment of instruments and chorus between the recitatives, strophes, and ariosi (11:231).

At

the end of this tragic act, efter Orfeo's lament or pathos,
the music is taken over by full chorus.

The chorus forms a

ripieno against the ooncertino composed of two tenors,
accompanied in trio fashion by the regal, chitarrone, and
thorough bass, producing the concerto form or contrasting
~

and tutti.

A modulating basso continue eliminates the

monotonous cadence sections and provides symmetry and balance, giving the music strength and cohesiveness, and making the recitatives sound as if they were parts of a song
(11:231).

This is illustrated in the following example.

I

.-

.V

.,,.""ll•si pie,ra, ;/ eor Ji-pie-'r• de.

V

....

e-d.i $pa-w.. --r-o

•rhe opera, L • Incoronazione £1 Poppe a, with its humanistic text, was most conducive for adapting the musical form
not only to the nature and action of its characters but to
the dramatic situation as well.

The last duet or Poppea,
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"· •• has often been praised for its exemplary structure,
tonal beauty, and sweeping affection" (11:366).

Although

related by content to the theme in the prologue, it follows
the form of the ..9:.§. capo aria.

While canon technique is em-

ployed in the upper parts in both A and B sections, each
section has a different ostinato.

The juxtaposition of

parts seems to fit the phrase line logically and naturally.
This unity between a vital sensuousness and the
rational control of carefully balanced symmetries in the
melody, between climactic affection and a disciplined
structure, has a classic perfection only achieved when
an artist has analyzed his medium and discovered by
experience, by learning, or by inborn wisdom, the secret
essence of his art (11:367).
Poppea, with its complete balance between drama and
music, became the leading drama ot the period, not only encompassing the art of its time but also being prophetic of
the future (11:357).
II.

SUBJECT MATTER

Monteverdi's first operas, such as Orfeo and Arianna,
were based on mythological subjects, and in these he was
somewhat limited in his use of the affetto.

His later

operas, with human realistic subjects of nationalistic character, were more appropriate for the use ot his aforementioned affetti.
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III.

TEX1I'U.AL TREAT!vIENT

Prosody, word painting, and general fusion of music
and text are apparent in both dramatic and lyric styles of
Monteverdi.

In the opera, Orfeo, for example, each act,

with the exception of the last act which climaxes at the
end, builds tension in the middle.

Dramatic action, while

implied in the recitatives, is fully revealed in the ar1os1
and arias.
Rhythms.

The recitative, as employed by Monteverdi,

had a considerable amount of rhythmic freedom.

In order to

bring out the natural inflections of speech, he recommended
that the recitative should be performed senza battuta, without beat (2:14).

This approach, tor dramatic situations,

reveals his sense of timing by making music and text coincide.
Furthermore, this style. was accentuated by a mixture

ot recitative and arioso, as in the high points of Orfeo,
where the vocal line approaches the style of an aria.

The

following example from Orfeo displays a melody with a rather
free rhythm..

This arioso style obtained its melodious char-

acter by the effective use of accidentals, modulations, and
striking intervals, also shown in the following example.
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-

Melodz.

l>J r-

J>.-polll\ jY-4. -

,§,~,JJ .,.,.~
ue

So•spi-('o

s,i

While the above devices were inseparable in

his last opera, Poppea (1642), this arioso style 1s evident
as early as 1608 in the opera Arianna, where the arioso,
Lasoiate mi morire, demonstrated such expressive Jower that
it was imitated by many oomposer·s of the seventeenth century
(8:101).

A strophic aria in Orteo employs two melodic lines;
one simple and unadorned, the second contrasting ornamentally, displaying the highest art of soloistio singing of Monteverdi's time and forming the basis for Baroque opera
(11:235).

Performing idioms are made particularly significant

in Monteverdi's late operas where the vooal line has an obbligato instrumental accompaniment.

The obligatory instru-

ment frequently has its own independent melody in contrast
to the vocal line.
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Harmony.

The various harmonic devices innovated by

Monteverdi set a precedent for all future opera composers.
For example, the arias and duets of Poppea display a trend
toward the ostinato style of accompaniment, which either
formed a harmonic design repeated several times, possibly
in a sequential pattern, or employed figurative material in
imitation of the upper parts (8:116).
Monteverdi's use of the five-seven chord resolving to
the tonic produced much excitement, and his suspensions,
appogiaturas, and other embellishments were always matched
to the meaning of the words.

His use of chromatic harmonies

to achieve colorful effects is evident in the following
example, which also shows the five-seven chord resolving,
in the fourth measure, to the tonic.
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Such devices as the dominant-ninth chor~, the diminished-seventh, and resolution of the leading tone to the
tonic brought about the transformation from medieval modes
to the modern tonal system of major and minor keys (5:261).
~uite frequently, Monteverdi, to get an abrupt ohange of
mood, employed such modulations as that in the example
below, whioh begins in lyrical style in E major, modulates
to G minor in dramatic style, and finally returns to E major
in lyric style (4:65):

IV.

ORCHESTRATION

The orchestras in Monteverdi's operas are especially
noted for their special effects, dimensions, and musical
texture.
Special effects.

Instrumental devices, such as

tremolo, pizzicato, and ohromatio rise and fall help produce
great moments of tension.

A pastorale in Orfeo shows the
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rise of melody producing tension, followed by a ritornello
Which increases the tension and finally climaxes with the
interval of the falling diminished fourth, typifying the
characteristic passion-motive, as demonstrated in the following example (8:99):

--------------

T14

8.C.

s~i

moY -

-ta.

-----

On the other hand, the love motive in Poppea is developed
in the lower parts through ostinato technique, this motive
gaining power as it descends from the octave to the interval of the fourth (11:366).
In the Lamento of Arianna, high and low notes represent height and depth, respectively, nature is imitated,
the sigh and sob are put to music, and textual meaning is
paramount {6:19).

Another example of the composer's great-

ness in interpreting human passions may be found in Poppea,
where Seneca is grave and Nero petulant (4:88):
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Orchestral dimensions.

While Monteverdi's orchestras

were prophetic of the future, their size diminished in his
later operas.

The orchestra of Orfeo consisted of two harp-

sichords, two bass viols, ten tenor viols, two little French
violins, one harp, two large guitars, two organs (small
ones}, two violas il, gamba, four trombones, one regal
(a little reed organ), two cornets, one piccolo, one clarion
(an instrument of the trumpet family}, and three trumpets
(5:149}.
The orchestra of Combattimento was composed of four
string groups performing in antiphonal style, each group
containing viol quartet, with contrabass and harpsichord
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forming the oontinuo.

The string parts were completely

written out through the entire performance.

"It was the

birth of the modern string-quartet score and of the violintechnique of a new age" (8:107)1
The orchestra of Poppea is oonsiderably smaller than
that of Orfeo, partially due to a trend toward the smaller
instrumental ensemble, a result of the economic conditions
of that time.
Texture.

Monteverdi achieved his musical character-

izations through his knowledge of orchestral texture.

In

Orfeo, piccolo flute and piccolo violin are used for the
shepherd scenes, regal and brass for the underworld, Orfeo•s
entreaty to the heavens with harp, and ominous tidings with
theorbo and portative organ {8:98-99).

The chorus, warning

men not to trust the gods, was used intermittently in the
background.

"For every phase of passionate emotion, from

the interpretation of warlike fury to ecstatic mystical
transports, Monteverdi's music coins apt sounds for their
symbolic expression" (8:108).

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
Monteverdi established many new styles, devices, and
techniques in his operas, which not only influenced his contemporaries, but such later opera composers as Gluck and
Wagner.

His use of continuous musio which integrated smal-

ler forms is one of the .main characteristics of German
romantic opera.

In addition, harmonic, melodic, and rhyth-

mic elements are employed in textual amplification, giving
his operas great dramatic expressiveness.
His harmonic invention, the freedom and richness
of his orchestral accompaniments, and the increased
effectiveness of recitative in his hands, give him a
place of the highest importance in the history of
music, and, in particular, of opera (1:592).
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